**Blast of Tempest** - The Kusaribe family is a family of sorcerers under the protection of the ‘Tree of Origins.’ Their princess, Hakaze Kusaribe, was the greatest sorceress of their family. But Samon Kusaribe, a member of their family seeking to resurrect the ‘Tree of World's End,’ a tree that opposes the ‘Tree of Origins’ and controls the power of destruction, stuffs her into a barrel, and banishes her to a deserted island.

**Toradora** - Since time immemorial, the only thing capable of standing on the level of a tiger is a dragon. Watch our protagonists Taiga and Ryuuji as they chase their respective romances.

**MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UNICORN RE:0096** - U.C. 0096. Three years after Char's Rebellion, Banagher Links, a boy living at the manufacturing colony Industrial 7, meets a mysterious girl who calls herself Audrey Burne. Audrey claims that she is trying to stop the Vist Foundation from handing over Laplace's Box to the Neo Zeon remnants known as the Sleeves, an act which could spark another war, and Banagher decides to help her. Meanwhile, the colony becomes a battlefield as fighting breaks out between the Sleeves and the Earth Federation Forces, who have also come to stop the handover...

**Nanbaka** - Four young men are assigned to Nanba, the world's most formidable prison. Jyugo, who attempted to break out of prison and ended up extending his jail time; Uno, who likes gambling and women; Rock, who likes eating and fighting; and Nico the ex drug addict who likes anime. The action follows the daily lives of the prison’s inmates and guards.

**Yu-Gi-Oh!** - The original we all love. Meet Yugi and his best buds Joey, Tristan and Téa. They share a love for the newest game that’s sweeping the nation: Duel Monsters!

**Dragon Ball Super** - With Earth at peace, the Z-Warriors have settled into normal lives. But they can’t get too comfortable. Far away, the powerful God of Destruction, Beerus, awakens to a prophecy revealing his demise at the hands of an even more formidable being. When his search for the Saiyan God brings him to Earth, can Goku and his friends take on their strongest foe yet?

**Alderman on the Sky** - The huge Katvana Empire is at war with the neighboring Kioka republic. In a corner of the empire, a young man is about to be caught up in the flames of war. His name is Ikta Solork. He's lazy, a philanderer, and hates war. On his way towards the next stage of officer's qualification exams, he and his childhood friend Yatorishino encounter the nurse trainee Harouma, Mashuu, a member of the old military faction, and Torwey.

**Watamote** - The chronicles of a socially awkward and relatively friendless high school otaku as she attempts to overcome her personal barriers in order to live a fulfilling life.

**Log Horizon** - One day, while playing the online game Elder Tales, 30,000 players suddenly find themselves trapped in an MMO. The players don't understand what has happened to them, and they flee to Akiba, the largest city in Tokyo, where they are thrown into chaos. Once proud of his loner lifestyle, Shiroe forms a guild called Log Horizon with his old friend Naotsugu.

**Barakamon** - An adorable and funny anime about a calligrapher who is sent to a small town after punching a dude in the face. Basically, you get to see a heartwarming show about a city boy trying to live in the country.